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Founded in 2001 by Andrew Harrington and Hanif Virji, AHV Associates LLP (AHV) is an award winning boutique investment bank focused on advising private companies across a
range of M&A and advisory assignments.

AHV Associates

An introduction

Mergers & 
Acquisitions

Board Advisory Capital Raising

AHV Associates LLP

▪ Buy-side advisory

▪ Company Sales 

▪ JVs

▪MBO

▪ Strategic Options 

Assessment

▪ Independent 

Valuations

▪ Real Estate Finance

▪ Corporate Debt & 

Equity

▪ Acquisition Finance

▪ Dev/Exp Capital

AHV specializes in hospitality and has worked with companies that own and/or operate hotels, apart-
hotels, serviced apartments, hostels and mixed-use resorts

AHV Associates LLP is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Andrew co-founded AHV in 2001. During his career at
Salomon Brothers, Andrew was rated as the number one
sector analyst globally in all the major corporate and
institutional investor surveys. He was responsible for many
successful capital raising exercises for numerous
companies. Andrew started in investment banking at Barclays
de Zoete Wedd in 1988.

In 1998, Andrew founded a telecoms company, providing
telecommunications services to residential and business
customers. He successfully grew the company to £25 million
in revenues, and over 60,000 customers by the end of 2000.

Andrew graduated in Natural Sciences from the University of
Cambridge and subsequently obtained a D.Phil in Theoretical
Physics from the University of Oxford.

Andrew Harrington, 
AHV co-founder
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AHV Associates

Recent transactions

AHV advised the Denmark-based hotel 
chain on the sale of a majority stake to 

Deutsche Hospitality in January 2019 for 
an undisclosed amount. As the lead 

advisor, AHV assisted the management 
team throughout the entire process, from 

sourcing potential buyers until final 
closing.

2019
undisclosed

AHV is  retained financial advisor to CLC 
World, a key player in the global resort 

industry. In December 2018, CLC, a pre-deal 
24.5% minority stakeholder in the resort 

management business VRI Europe, acquired 
the remaining 75.5% stake from Marriott 
Vacations Worldwide. AHV advised on the 

valuation of VRI Europe and on the 
negotiations.

2018
$63 million

AHV advised FREO, an international real 
estate asset manager and developer, on 

its  strategic investment in Michels & 
Taylor. AHV sourced suitable hotel 

management companies, reviewed and 
analysed shared information, and advised 

FREO until the completion of the 
transaction.

2019
undisclosed
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Deals happen when both sides are happy

Commercial 
drivers

Value drivers
Participants’ 

intentions
Deal structure Transaction

Deutsche Hospitality 
wanted to expand in 

the Nordics and in the 
limited service segment 

▪ Diversification of 
acquiror’s income 
stream

▪ Cost efficiencies 
under new ownership

▪ Enhanced revenue 
growth plan with DH 
brands in the Nordics 
and with Zleep brand 
in Germany

▪ Seller wanted to 
retain upside 
potential under the 
new ownership 
structure

▪ Buyer wanted to 
keep the owner 
committed

51% stake investment 
with pre-agreed path to 

full ownership

Transaction 
completed in 
January 2019

Example:
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M&A beyond borders - a recent history of the European hospitality industry

Executive summary

In the last few years, the European hospitality industry has seen a big increase in cross-border M&A. We therefore thought it instructive to review and examine in more detail these
transactions and highlight the factors driving this activity.

Our research has been focussed on corporate transactions between European companies located in different countries, and European investments / acquisitions of non-European
hospitality groups.

From a top level point of view, the European hospitality industry exhibits the following key trends and characteristics that are supportive of a high level of M&A activity:

▪ Strong expected revenue growth rates

▪ Market fragmentation

▪ Underpenetration of branded product

▪ OTA dominance

▪ Hotels’ flexible investment risk profile amid a period of yield compression

On a micro-level, while each transaction is different, all demonstrate hospitality players’ efforts to strategically reposition in accordance with one or more of the above trends and
characteristics.

M&A participants’ key strategic goals can be identified as:

▪ Swift penetration or consolidation of an existing business in a geography

▪ Internationalisation of a hotel group with the addition of a new foreign brand

▪ ROI enhancement by a pan-European real estate investor through the acquisition of an operating platform

▪ Gaining exposure to fast growing sectors in the European hospitality market eg extended stay, product focussed on Chinese tourism etc

Furthermore, deal completions have increasingly been associated with innovative M&A structures such as:

▪ The sale of different parts of the business to different buyers working together, eg Pandox and Fattal acquiring the real estate and operating company of Jury’s Inn
respectively

▪ Phased sales with a pathway to full ownership, eg the sale of 51% of Zleep Hotels A/S to Deutsche Hospitality with a pathway to full ownership for DH over time

The existence of such deal structures in conjunction with the increased transactional activity illustrates the vibrancy of the hospitality M&A market. AHV has participated in this
cross-border M&A activity as a financial advisor with both buyers and sellers. We continue to see ongoing interest from hospitality companies in pursuing similar acquisition
strategies to grow their business, or to take advantage of these trends to maximise value on a sale.
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The hospitality industry exhibits the following key trends and characteristics that are all supportive of a high level of M&A activity:

M&A supportive trends and characteristics of the hospitality industry

Currently, the large players in the hospitality industry only command one-third of the
market, while the rest is dominated by the local players. In other words, hospitality
currently sits within the scale stage of the industry consolidation curve which is
characterized by big players’ relentless efforts to build scale.

European hotel revenues, forecasted growth rate

Source: Statista, Feb 2019 

Healthily growing industry Fragmented market

Source: As appeared on Harvard Business Review 2002 issue
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Industry 
Consolidation 
Life Cycle

Once an industry 
forms or is 
deregulated, it will 
move through four 
stages of 
consolidation – or 
disappear

1CR3 = The 
combined market 
share of the three 
largest companies in 
an industry 

Hospitality

Industry consolidation curve
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M&A supportive trends and characteristics of the hospitality industry

Market analysts have estimated that 
branded hotel rooms account for 
around one third of total hotel rooms 
around the world, but there is strong 
evidence that branded hotels’ share in 
Europe is constantly growing. 
According to Horwarth, in 2018 brands 
entered into 102 European markets 
they had not been in before.

Examining the breakdown of domestic 
vs international brands per country, it 
is apparent that there are several 
countries such as Spain, Italy and 
Greece that exhibit an 
underpenetration of international 
brands and underpenetration of their 
domestic brands in foreign markets.

Branded hotel supply

Ample expansion room for branded product in Europe Sharing economy on the rise

Source: Horwarth HTL – European Hotels & Chains Report 2019

Western Europe inbound performance

Source: Euromonitor International

Note: Hotel section includes aparthotels, residences and serviced apartments where rental 
offers the service of a hotel

The Airbnb boom has been raising consumers’ awareness of the limited service
apartment rental segment of the accommodation market. Several companies focusing
their operations on traditional hotel alternatives have emerged while all big hotel
players are entering this segment chasing the growth and value opportunities it has to
offer, while also trying to defend their market share taken over by Airbnb-style players.
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Internationalisation of the European hotel investment sector

European cross-border real estate investments were recently recorded near historical
record levels. They accounted for more than half of volume in the twelve months to
September 2018.
The hotel sector was also an important contributor to this trend. According to JLL,
Europe has been the region with the largest net inflows of capital targeting its hotel
segment, largely stemming from Middle East and Asian money.

OTA’s dominance is stemming from:

▪ Market share concentration

▪ Dominance in ad spend - direct advertising spending of OTAs worldwide is estimated
$9b in 2017 and $10.7b in 2018 by Statista

▪ Price parity clauses (actually over the past 5 years, various European countries have
stopped wide parity clauses and some have even stopped narrow parity clauses)

OTA dominance

Source: JLL – Hotel Investment Outlook 2019

Hotel Transactions: Capital outflows and inflows FY 2018

Relative market share of major OTAs in Europe, 2017
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Source: Statista 2019
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M&A supportive trends and characteristics of the hospitality industry

Hotels’ flexible investment risk profile amid a period of yield compression

In the last five years, several key European cities
experienced strong capital growth in real estate
values, way above inflation rates. The result has
been a significant compression on rental yields.

For example, UK hotel prime fixed income yields
currently stand in the region of 3.50% - 4.00%,
very close to office yields. Regional hotels and
weaker covenants could certainly boost
investors’ rental yield and this has been a
strategy pursued by several institutions.

However, the unique feature of hotel
investment is the possibility of increasing yields
by assuming operational risk. This has been
achieved not only through management
contracts by real estate investors but through
the purchase of a hotel owner / operator and
through the acquisition of or investment in an
operator as well.

Hotel Values: % change in EUR

Source: HVS – London Office
1 Compound Annual Growth Rate
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Transaction

▪ In January 2019, Deutsche Hospitality made a 51% investment
in Zleep Hotels for an undisclosed amount with a path to full
ownership over the next few years

Motivations

▪ The deal brought a fifth hotel brand under DH’s umbrella and
expanded its product offering in the limited service market

▪ DH also entered into the Scandinavian market for the first time

▪ Zleep is regarded by DH as a platform to expand in Northern
Europe with all brands

▪ Both parties will contribute capital to fuel further expansion

Transaction

▪ In February 2018, Whitbread announced the acquisition of a
portfolio of 19 hotels in Germany from Foremost Hospitality
Group for an undisclosed sum

Motivations

▪ The IHG managed Holiday Inn Express hotel portfolio can be
readily rebranded into Premier Inn upon landlords’ consent

▪ The acquisition continued Whitbread’s strategy of expanding
internationally

▪ Premier Inn scaled up its presence in Germany, which has been
identified as a key country for the brand’s future growth. The
company has identified a structural shift from independent
hotels to branded hotels while at the same time the budget
sector is set to be the fastest beneficiary of this shift.

Examining the M&A activity on a micro level, we can see that every transaction is different, but each demonstrates hospitality players’ efforts to strategically reposition themselves
in accordance with one or more of the above trends and characteristics. For example:

A sample of indicative cross-border transactions
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Transaction

▪ In July 2018, Minor increased its 9.5% shareholding in NH
Hotels by 25.2% through the acquisition of HNA’s stake in the
Spanish hotel group for €619m

▪ In November 2018 the Thai-based hospitality group completed
a further purchase to take its holding to 94% in a deal worth
€2.4bn

Motivations

▪ Following this transaction Minor added a complementary
portfolio of three and four-star branded hotels (NH Collection,
NH Hotels and nhow) and expanded its footprint in Europe

▪ There is also potential for NH to expand in Asia

▪ Minor’s food and beverage expertise can enhance NH’s
customer experience and maximise revenue potentials

Transaction

▪ In December 2017, Fattal acquired the operating platform,
with 36 operating Jury’s Inn branded hotels, for £120m

▪ Pandox retained 20 investment properties and one operating
property, the Hilton Garden Inn at Heathrow , for £680m

Motivations

▪ Pre-deal neither Pandox nor Fattal had significant exposure to
the UK

▪ Each acquirer focused on its area of interest

▪ Pandox retained an operating property held under a long-term
franchise agreement that fits its own, but not Fattal’s, property
criteria

▪ Fattal has an opportunity to reflag hotels to Leonardo

▪ LoneStar has achieved a premium price through the separate
sale of OpCo and ProCo

A sample of indicative cross-border transactions
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Transaction

▪ In October 2015, Thailand’s Singha Estate and FICO Group
jointly acquired the UK Jupiter Hotels for £155m

Motivations

▪ Both acquirors wanted to gain additional exposure to Europe

▪ Jupiter’s mostly freehold owned properties were very attractive
to the two Asia groups, both of whom have substantial real
estate holdings

▪ Singha Estate managed to expand outside Asia for the first time
in partnership with another Thai company but with prior active
exposure to the UK hotel market

▪ FICO continued its race to scale with its main aim of listing its
hotel groups on the LSE upon further acquisitions using the
Jupiter Hotels as a sourcing platform

Transaction

▪ In October 2017, European extended stay operator Cycas
Hospitality sold a one-third share to Thai family office Hua Kee
for an undisclosed amount

Motivations

▪ The investment provided working capital to support the
company’s growth strategy that targeted the addition of 7,000
guestrooms the following 5 years

▪ Hua Kee will be lined up as a potential real estate investment
partner in future deals

▪ Erik Jacobs, on behalf of Hua Kee, had commented that he
viewed the European extended stay sector as underdeveloped
and undersupplied in comparison with the US and that there is
a huge potential for it to gain market share

A sample of indicative cross-border transactions

HUA KEE
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Acquiror wants to expand market
awareness of its existing brand and
create a solid franchise business

Acquiror aims for critical mass in

another key European country

Swift penetration or 
consolidation of an 

existing business in a 
geography

Detailed motivations of each 
strategic goal with example:

Acquiror Target CommentsKey Strategic 
goals

B&B strengthened its presence in Spain by
rebranding the acquired portfolio of
hotels previously run by Sidorme

In Feb 2018, Whitbread scaled up its
presence in Germany with the acquisition
of Foremost’s 19 IHG-managed Holiday
Inn Express hotels to be rebranded as
Premier Inn

An overview of the M&A participants’ strategic goals

Acquiror wants to geographically
diversify its revenues

Singaporean company First Sponsor stated
that diversification of its income base
through its acquisition of Dutch Bilderberg
Hotels would strengthen its business
resilience

Hospitality groups pursue cross-border transactions in accordance with the opportunities and limitations presented by the current state of the hospitality industry. Post-
transaction, we identify the following key strategic goals:
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An overview of the M&A participants’ strategic goals

Internationalisation 
of a hotel group with 

the addition of a 
new foreign brand

Acquiror adds a product / brand

recognizable in a targeted region

Foreign product / brand expandable in

acquiror’s region

Thai Minor International acquired the
well-known Portugal-based branded
operator Tivoli Hotels & Resorts to
strengthen its presence in Europe and
Latin America

Wisdom Sail HK 
Ltd

Ruby Hotels sold a 20% stake to Wisdom
Sail in exchange for an Asian JV
establishment with Wisdom Sail that will
help the brand expand first in Shanghai
and later on across China

Combined entity achieves an enlarged

and diversified base of clients and loyal

members that offers great cross-selling

opportunities

Jin Jiang’s 100 million members coupled
with record number of Chinese consumers
travelling abroad create tremendous new
opportunities to Radisson Hotel Group

Acquiror Target Comments
Detailed motivations of each 
strategic goal with example:

Key Strategic 
goals
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An overview of the M&A participants’ strategic goals

Acquiror wants to create a Real Estate
sourcing platform coupled with
operating expertise that can increase
investment yields

Operating business gets access into

capital that can enhance its growth

opportunities

Establishment of a 

pan-European hotel 

investment platform

Thai Ucity made a strategic acquisition of
Austrian Vienna House which included an
operational platform capable to drive
further growth

FREO’s investment into M&T could boost
M&T’s appeal as an operating partner with
its newly added real estate co-investing
capability

Gaining exposure 

in a fast growing 

market niche

Investment supported by a themed
market opportunity related to region
and/or hospitality segment

HUA KEE
The Thai-family office Hua Kee perceived
the underdevelopment of the European
extended stay sector vs the US as a key
driver for its 33% investment into Cycas

Acquiror
Detailed motivation(s) of each 

strategic goal with example:
CommentsTargetKey Strategic 

goals
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Deal completions, including cross-border, have increasingly been associated with innovative M&A structures. These structures maximised value to the sellers whilst, at the same
time, were consistent with buyers’ requirements.

The existence of such deal structures in conjunction with the increased transactional activity illustrates the vibrancy of the hospitality M&A market.

Examples of such M&A structures are:

➢ Real estate investor and hotel operator acquisition partnership

There were some very interesting cases where a real estate investor and a hotel operator decided to make together a cross-border acquisition. In this way the acquisition cost is
split between two parties with each one having the option to retain an exposure to its area(s) of interest. At the same time, selling shareholders achieve a higher selling price than
may have otherwise occurred. Transaction structures include:

▪ PropCo / OpCo separation

A recent example is Jury’s Inn acquisition by Pandox (PropCo) and Fattal (OpCo) in December 2017

▪ Co-shareholding of acquired hotel owner/operator by a more active and passive hotel investor

For example, Jupiter Hotels acquisition by FICO (active) and Singha Estate (passive) in October 2015

▪ Mutual acquisition of a real estate portfolio with an agreement for the hotel operator to run the hotels
under a lease or hotel management agreement

Relevant transaction is A Capital’s and Louvre Hotels’ acquisition of 10 hotels in Germany in July 2014. It was
agreed that the portfolio which was operated under the Balladins brand, would be rebranded under Tulip Inn
and Golden Tulip brands and operated by Louvre Hotels Group.

Balladins 
German
Portfolio

Innovative M&A structures
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➢ Phased acquisitions

Very often hospitality players, usually non-Europeans, get exposure in a foreign hotel group through an initial stake investment with pre-agreed pathway to full ownership. In this
way:

▪ Acquirors get an insider’s view in the company before committing to full acquisition
▪ Acquirors spread investment cost
▪ Phased acquisition often enables a gap in valuation expectations between buyer and seller to be bridged
▪ Existing shareholders/executive directors remain involved in the business with significant skin in the game
▪ Existing shareholders retain a significant amount of company control
▪ Opportunity for selling shareholders to capture the upside of the combined resources

Another example is Deutsche Hospitality’s 51% investment in Zleep Hotels with an agreed path to full ownership.

➢ Mutual equity shareholding

Wisdom Sail 
HK Ltd

Innovative M&A structures

A hospitality company could gain a meaningful presence in an offshore region by creating a new offshore JV with a local hotel
investor. Alignment of interests can then be strengthened with the offshore investor getting a shareholding in the existing European
business.

For example, Ruby Hotels sold a 20% stake to Wisdom Sail in July 2018 in exchange for an Asian JV establishment with Wisdom Sail
that will help the brand expand first in Shanghai and later on across China

A relevant example has been Mahindra’s progressive acquisition of Holiday Club Resort, which was initiated in July 2014. The deal
was structured in two stages; in first stage Mahindra acquired 18.8% and in the next stage it had the option to keep acquiring
ownership up to 100% over a period of two years. At the time of the transaction, the acquiror had explicitly expressed a requirement
for the management team to hold 10% of the company.
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Relevant M&A stats

Cross-sector data Global hotel data

Number & value of global M&A deals in the hotel industry
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Source: IMAA analysis: imma – institute.org Source: JLL – Hotel Investment Outlook 2019

Source: Bloomberg

JLL estimated that in 2018

there was a notable increase

of M&A transactions

relating either to global

brands or publicly-traded

companies.

On top of these big deals,

numerous smaller, private

trades have also been

completed.

Brand M&A transactions involving publicly-traded and /or large global hotel companies
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Detailed motivations of each 
strategic goal with example:

Acquiror Target CommentsKey Strategic goals

19

Date Target Target’s country Acquiror(s) Acquiror’s country Deal type
Deal size (EV unless 
otherwise stated)

Mar-19 CitizenM Europe GIC Singapore 25% Acquisition n.a.

Feb-19 Orbis Poland Accor France 100% Acquisition €338m*

Jan-19 Michels & Taylor UK FREO Germany 25% Acquisition n.a.

Jan-19 Zleep Hotels Denmark Deutsche Hospitality Germany 51% Acquisition n.a.

Dec-18 VRI Europe Spain Club La Costa UK 75.5% acquisition $63m

Nov-18 NH Hotels Spain Minor Hotel Group Thailand 94% Acquisition €2.33bn*

Nov-18 Radisson Pan-European Jin Jiang China
50.21% Acquisition (increased to 

100% in Feb 2019)
$335m*

Jul-18 West London Apartments UK National Corporate Housing US Unknown stake investment n.a.

Jul-18 Amaris Hospitality UK LRC Group Pan-European 100% Acquisition £600m

Jul-18
Ruby Hotels
Wisdom Sail

Germany
China

Wisdom Sail
Ruby Hotels

China
Germany

20% mutual equity shareholding n.a.

* Deal size in Equity Value

List of cross-border transactions



Detailed motivations of each 
strategic goal with example:

Acquiror Target CommentsKey Strategic goals

20

Date Target Target’s country Acquiror(s) Acquiror’s country Deal type
Deal size (EV unless 
otherwise stated)

Jun-18 German Portfolio Germany
Ligula Hospitality Group

Fastighets AB Balder
Sweden 100% Acquisition n.a.

Jun-18 Apollo Hotels Netherlands Fattal Group Israel 100% Acquisition n.a.

Apr-18 Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts Switzerland Accor France 100% Acquisition €482m

Mar-18 StayAt Sweden Forenom Finland 100% Acquisition n.a.

Feb-18 Foremost Hospitality Germany Premier Inn UK 100% Acquisition n.a.

Dec-17 Jurys Inn UK
Pandox

Fattal Group
Sweden

Israel
100% Acquisition £800m

Dec-17 Restel Finland Scandic Hotels Sweden 100% Acquisition $115m

Oct-17 Cycas Hospitality UK Hua Kee Thailand 33% Capital Increase n.a.

Aug-17 Portland Hotels Scotland Fattal Group Israel 100% Acquisition £42m

Jul-17 Queens Bilderberg Netherlands
First Sponsor

Galaren Interholding
Singapore

95% Acquisition
5% Acquisition

€171m

List of cross-border transactions



Detailed motivations of each 
strategic goal with example:

Acquiror Target CommentsKey Strategic goals

21

Date Target Target’s country Acquiror(s) Acquiror’s country Deal type
Deal size (EV unless 
otherwise stated)

Jul-17 Oslo Apartments SA Norway Forenom Finland 100% Acquisition n.a.

May-17 U Hostels Spain Safestay UK 100% Acquisition €3m

Feb-17 Vienna House Austria U City Thailand 100% Acquisition €330m

Oct-16 Sidorme Spain B&B Hotels France 100% Acquisition n.a.

May-16 Suncani Hvar Croatia CPI Property Group Luxembourg Stake increase from 46% to 92% €28m*

Feb-16 Tivoli Hotels & Resorts Portugal Minor Hotel Group Thailand 100% Acquisition €294m

Oct-15 Jupiter Hotels UK
Singha Estate
Fico Holding

Thailand
50% Acquisition
50% Acquisition

£160m

Aug-15 Kew Green Hotels UK HK CTS China 100% Acquisition £400m

Jul-15
Hotel du Vin
Malmaison

UK Frasers Singapore 100% Acquisition £363m

Mar-15 Groupe du Louvre France Jin Jiang China 100% Acquisition €1.3bn

* Deal size in Equity Value

List of cross-border transactions



Detailed motivations of each 
strategic goal with example:

Acquiror Target CommentsKey Strategic goals

22

Date Target Target’s country Acquiror(s) Acquiror’s country Deal type
Deal size (EV unless 
otherwise stated)

Feb-15 Club Med France Fosun-led consortium China 98.3% Institutional buy-out €939m

Jul-14
Balladins German Hotel 

Portfolio
Germany

A Capital
Louvre Hotels

France 100% Institutional buy-out n.a.

Jul-14 Holiday Club Resort Finland Mahindra Holidays India
18.8% investment (increased to 

95% in April 2017)
€13m

Aug-13 VRI Europe Limited Spain Interval Leisure Group US 75.5% JV £56m

Mar-13 Queens Moat Germany
Fattal Group (Leonardo)
Consortium of investors

Israel 100% Acquisition €305m

List of cross-border transactions
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